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Abstract: The study focused on helmet drop tests conducted in numerical software LS–DYNA. For this
purpose new virtual models of the test–head according to ČSN EN 960 (2007) and impact pad were created.
A modified model of a bicycle helmet, utilized in earlier studies and obtained from 3D scan of a real
bicycle helmet, was also used. The models had similar properties as a real drop test has. The aim was
to find out the output value of the model head acceleration during impact and determination of Head Injury
Criterion.
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1. Introduction

The aim of the study was the creation of virtual drop test of bicycle helmets which would be a close
approximation to an actual helmet drop test. The main target of this study was to obtain acceleration
and Head Injury Criterion (HIC) values on the test–head during impact. The influence of the impact an-
gle of the helmet at pad, for two types of bicycle helmet, was also observed. This was ensured by the ap-
propriate choice of materials for used models and defining of the virtual test in FEM software. Numerical
analysis was conducted in LS–DYNA Solver and modification of models in LS–PrePost.

2. Virtual models

The creation of the test–head and impact pad, for simplicity, was conducted directly in Design Modeler
in Workbench. The helmet was created by scanning real bicycle helmet, which had been purchased
by Department of Mechanics and Materials on Faculty of Transportation Sciences.

2.1. Test–head model

The test–head model for study was modeled according to ČSN EN 960 (2007).For analysed model,
there was chosen a head of size M that corresponds to the inner helmet circumference 600mm, total
height of 247mm and volume 4.86dm3. For the numerical analysis, structural steel was used for test–
head as material. The density of material was adjusted to 1153.10kg/m3, so the height of test–head was
5,60kg.

2.2. Bicycle helmet model

A Virtual model of a bicycle helmet was created earlier by Micka and Vyčichl (2007) using a 3D hand–
scanner. After the scanning process, some improvements were needed in Blender and Netgen software.
The purpose of these improvements was to simplify the whole surface of the helmet.

Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) material is, by Mills and Gilchrist (2008), one of the most common
materials for bicycle helmet today and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) polymer is a common
material for the helmet shell. It was necessary to use a crushable foam type material. For the purpose
of the study the material library of Micka (Jı́ra and Jı́rová) was utilised. It contained both EPS, including
working curve for 100kg/m3, and ABS polymer for the shell. The weight of the helmet was 0.21kg.
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For the purposes of the study, there were two types of helmet created without any mounting sys-
tem. The first represented an In–Mold bicycle helmet with a shell of ABS on the top surface, while the
second helmet represented a Double–In–Mold with the ABS shell on all surfaces. These shells, both
with the same material properties, were created at the end in LS–PrePost after final assembly and mesh-
ing.

2.3. Completation and boundary conditions in LS–Prepost

When the helmet was ready, the test–head and impact pad were added. Because of academic license
problems in ANSYS Workbench, all models were exported in STEP format and final preparation was
conducted in LS–PrePost.

2.4. Impact angles of helmet and test–head

For study influence of impact angle, 7 model situations were created for both types of helmets. The hel-
met and test–head were fixed and only the location of the pad was changed. For base fall of system,
the vertical axis for model head is perpendicular to the impact surface. In other situations, the pad is
rotated by 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ to the front and by the same angles to the side.

3. Head Injury Criterion

The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) is usually formulated as a function of the instantaneous acceleration,
see Payne and Patel (2001). The acceleration in the center of the gravity of the test–head and its maximum
value were investigated on the falling system.

The human brain is very susceptible to accelerate, especially under action of a high value exceeding
hundred times acceleration of the gravity. The time period, over which the acceleration takes effect, is
very important. The brain is able to survive, without permanent damage, extreme acceleration values
of about 200g but only up to 2ms. In values around 80g, the period during which there is irreversible
damage, is much longer. In this case, it may be up to 200ms. The acceleration of 300g is critical
for the human brain. Exceeding this limit leads to irreversible damage.

4. Conclusions

In LS–DYNA Solver all situations were solved and then it was important to determine the acceleration
of the test–head during impacts. In situations where the impact pad was rotated by 90◦ to the side
and to the front, contact was made between the test–head and pad. It was caused by the absence
of the mounting system of the helmet. Only in these 4 situations, the maximum acceleration value
exceeded 300g, in other situations it did not. In most cases the g–value was around 180g for a very short
time.
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